**Welcome**

- Park hours are 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. or as scheduled for event
- Picnic shelter use requires permit
- Trash and recycling must be deposited in designated containers
- Pets must be on leash and pet waste must be picked up
- Tobacco use is prohibited
- Glass containers are prohibited
- No motorized vehicles on grass or trails
- On paved trails, Bicyclists must yield to pedestrians

For Facility Information or Maintenance Needs:
Contact City of Woodbury Parks and Recreation
(651) 714-3583 or visit www.ci.woodbury.mn.us

**FOR EMERGENCIES OR TO REPORT SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY:** DIAL 911

---

**Single-Track Trail Design**

Single-track trails are designed to have water run across them rather than down the trail, thereby reducing erosion. Riding on wet trails creates ruts causing water to run down and collect on the trail hindering the sustainability of the trail. The trail will be posted closed during extended wet conditions. At other times, please allow the trail to dry before use.

---

**IMBA Rules of the Trail**

The way we ride today shapes mountain bike trail access tomorrow. Do your part to preserve and enhance our sport's access and image by observing the following rules of the trail, formulated by IMBA, the International Mountain Bicycling Association. These rules are recognized around the world as the standard code of conduct for mountain bikers. IMBA's mission is to promote mountain bicycling that is environmentally sound and socially responsible.

1. **RIDE ON OPEN TRAILS ONLY.**
2. **LEAVE NO TRACE.**
3. **CONTROL YOUR BICYCLE.**
4. **ALWAYS YIELD TRAIL.**
5. **NEVER SCARE ANIMALS.**
6. **PLAN AHEAD.**

Keep the trails open by setting a good example of environmentally sound and socially responsible off-road cycling.

- Trail open for off-road cycling, trail running, hiking and snowshoeing.
- Hikers and trail runners yield to cyclists by stepping off trail.
- Cyclists announce approach to hikers and other cyclists.
- Helmets required for off-road cycling.
- Do not modify the trail or trail features.
- Leave no trace - RIDE ON DESIGNATED TRAILS ONLY.

Please refer to www.imba.com for a more complete description of the rules of the trail.

---

**Carver Lake Park Off-Road Cycling Trail - City of Woodbury**

This Trail Built and Maintained with the Help of MORC

This trail is the result of a successful partnership between the City of Woodbury, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and the Minnesota Off-Road Cyclists (MORC). MORC is a non-profit organization with more than 900 mountain bike members, dedicated to gaining and maintaining sustainable natural-surfaced recreational trails throughout the state. MORC volunteers designed and completed construction of the trail, and those same volunteers continue to care for and maintain it, in cooperation with the City of Woodbury. MORC thanks the city for this opportunity to create a valuable and lasting recreational resource for the city’s residents and guests.

Trail Conditions, Trail Work Schedules and more at:
www.morcmtb.org

---

**During Wet Conditions**

**TRAIL CLOSED**

---

**Trail Conditions and Maps**

- [www.morcmtb.org](http://www.morcmtb.org)
- [IMBA's Trail System Map](http://www.imba.com)

---

**Carver Lake Off-Road Cycling Trail**

- **Trail Head:** Single-track trails are designed to have water run across them rather than down the trail, thereby reducing erosion. Riding on wet trails creates ruts causing water to run down and collect on the trail hindering the sustainability of the trail. The trail will be posted closed during extended wet conditions. At other times, please allow the trail to dry before use.
- **Legend:** Off-Road, Paved, Soft-surface, Stairs
- **Legend:** Picnic Shelter, Play Equipment, Volleyball Court, Archery, Swimming Beach, Restrooms / Park Building, Parking
- **Legend:** This trail is the result of a successful partnership between the City of Woodbury, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and the Minnesota Off-Road Cyclists (MORC). MORC is a non-profit organization with more than 900 mountain bike members, dedicated to gaining and maintaining sustainable natural-surfaced recreational trails throughout the state. MORC volunteers designed and completed construction of the trail, and those same volunteers continue to care for and maintain it, in cooperation with the City of Woodbury. MORC thanks the city for this opportunity to create a valuable and lasting recreational resource for the city’s residents and guests.
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